PRESS RELEASE

New colour campaign with PMMA: KÖMMERLING AcrylColor
- Colours at the highest level -

The market share of coloured PCV-U windows and doors is growing
steadily. profine Group has once again proactively picked up on this
trend and expanded its range of colours to include the KÖMMERLING
AcrylColor program from April 2021 on.
KÖMMERLING AcrylColor are profiles with a coextruded PMMA surface, a thermoplastic (polymethyl methacrylate). A heat treatment process creates a robust, homogeneous, coloured acrylic layer that is firmly bonded with the PVC-U profile.
The profiles act like a protective shield and guarantee the window colour fastness for years and a high level of scratch resistance. The refined, satin appearance is extraordinarily easy to care for, weatherresistant and virtually maintenance-free. KÖMMERLING AcrylColor profiles are 100% recyclable.
The new surface variant is available in the KÖMMERLING 76 centre
seal system as well as in the residential door version of the KÖMMERLING 76 double seal program. The KÖMMERLING PremiDoor 76
lift/sliding system will follow in the fourth quarter of 2021.
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In a first step the profiles are available in five colours, in four contemporary gray tones and in trendy sepia brown.
The PMMA finishing is a proven technology at profine. As early as
1975, TROCAL's AcrylProtect was the first to apply for a patent for profiles with a corresponding surface, and was successfully sold for many
years. KÖMMERLING AcrylColor is the further development of this
coating in accordance with the latest state of the art.
“With KÖMMERLING AcrylColor, we will be able to offer our customers
another option in the steadily growing market segment for coloured windows - in addition to our wide range of decorative laminates, our solutions with aluminum shells and the innovative finishing technology proCoverTec. More colours means more possibilities for the different demands and the success of our partners in the market”, says Stefan
Schäfer, member of the Management Board and Chief Product and
Marketing Officer of profine.
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Captions:
1) The profiles are available in five colours, in four contemporary gray tones
and in trendy sepia brown.
2) The new surface variant is available in the KÖMMERLING 76 centre seal
system as well as in the residential door version of the KÖMMERLING
76 double seal program.
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About profine:
profine GmbH – International Profile Group – is a worldwide leading manufacturer of PVC-U profiles for windows and doors and a renowned provider of
shutter systems and PVC sheets. With its KBE, KÖMMERLING, and TROCAL
brands, the Group supplies its products to more than 100 countries and has an
excellent international standing at 29 sites in 22 countries. profine Group manufactures at production facilities in Germany, France, Italy, Spain, Russia, India,
the UK, Ukraine, the USA and China, with its head office in Troisdorf, North
Rhine-Westphalia, and a payroll of 3,800.

